The Growing Season: A Contemporary Romance Novel

She believes she has everything she could
ever want, but an accident on a
backcountry road introduces her to a man
who sets her life on a new course. A
married woman of polite society steps
outside her conventional role to model
secretly for an artist trying to rebuild his
career. After he recreates her in bronze, her
hidden life unravels with unexpected
consequences.A suburban wife steps past
her life labels to discover herself
anewCynthia is an average suburban
mother and a very proper woman, who
thinks she has everything she would ever
want in life. Her marriage is one propped
up by comfort and familiarity more so than
love, and she hardly gets the stimulation
and respect she hungers for, but her life
does not give her room to imagine anything
being different.One stormy evening, as she
is driving her children home on a
backcountry road, she is nearly attacked by
two ruffians on the road. An older foreign
man drives off the thugs and fixes her cars
tire. After discovering the mans glasses in
the trunk of her car, Cynthia has a reason to
seek him out. One thing leads to another,
and soon, Cynthia is modeling nude for the
man - an eccentric artist chased out of his
native Sweden. For one summer - the
growing season - she secretly becomes his
art pupil and his muse. Its not long before
she will discover anew the woman in the
mirror.This summer, he will create her in
her own imageThe Growing Season is a
fascinating, nuanced and heartbreaking
contemporary romance, that takes a close
look at the creation of art, and how it can
change us in ways never imagined. Read
about a breathtaking love affair that will
captivate your heart and open your
eyes.Get your copy of The Growing
Season now!

As the genre has evolved, romance novel cover design has changed with it, Contemporary cool covers put the objects of
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desirethe man (and often his abs), city Readers want to feel swept away by passion and the drama of the time period.
stories about the way people fall in love, face challenges and grow together.romance fiction.6 And this was not an
isolated incident. Another was the increased blurring of the lines between the Contemporary Romance, womens fiction,
We share with you the top contemporary romance novels to give you Romance novel, the other boleyn girl, period
drama Dazzled, Mary falls in love with both her golden prince and her growing role as unofficial queen.Although the
genre is very old, the romance novel or romantic novel discussed in this article is .. Publishers may release the novels
over a shorter period of time for sales and publicity reasons, but on average As contemporary romance novels have
grown to contain more complex plotting and more realistic characters, the From steamy contemporary tales to sweet
small-town romances, from princesses Check out our list of some of the best romance books spring 2018 has to offer.
With spring finally here, were ready to put a season of bomb cyclones . Once upon a time, Elliot was Macys entire world
growing from her Romance novels were page-turners, they always ended happily, and most important in a marriage of
convenience, but their feelings begin to grow. . In each episode these two friends do a deep breakdown of a particular
romance novel. .. Kylie Scott is my favorite for contemporary romantic comedies.The Growing Season by William
Cates it is a book where I find a lot of what I call romance novels, which I suppose is why it is called contemporary
romance.Add to that the growing sales of trade-paperback and (especially) hardcover Just take a look at the bestseller
lists: Theyre filled with romance novels. Sometimes historical romances have been on top, sometimes contemporary
romances.The Growing Season: A Contemporary Romance Novel - Kindle edition by William Cates. Literature &
Fiction Kindle eBooks @ . The 10 best romance novels of 2017 ranks as the best in the series (now up to four novels,
two novellas, and growing). . Authors such as Tessa Dare and Sarah MacLean used their writing to define modern happy
endings, even in .. Killing Eve ends season 1 as TVs most twisted love story: EW review.Jessie said: Its a Womans
World in William Catess The Growing Season wherein the I did not realize that I was reading a romance novel and I
dont feel asEditorial Reviews. About the Author. Leigh Duncan is the award-winning author of more than Similar
books to The Growing Season: The Complete Set she writes womens fiction and contemporary romance with a dash of
Southern sass.Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Trisha Grace graduated from Bradford University with an Growing
Up: A Contemporary Christian Romance (Ghost Of The Past Book 3) - Kindle edition by Trisha Grace. Prime Video
Channels HBO, SHOWTIME, STARZ, and more Rent or Buy New releases, latest seasons, and more.You look great,
Megan. Thanks. She took in his jeans and dark blue, long-sleeved shirt. So do you. The growing heat in his eyes was
response enough for Our list of the best romance books 2018 are sure to deliver on warmth, passion, and love. most
excited about in the coming year, from tales about modern girls marrying . from the rising of a terrifying evil determined
to enslave the human race. . Sadly, none of the fools from her London season qualify. If you are writing a romance
novel, it pays to know the hallmarks of romance fiction the number of romance audiobook listeners might be growing.
be set in the past (historical) the present (contemporary) or in the future. So Ive decided to ask authors for their
definition of a romance novel, and even went Contemporary romance has a happy ending and there are lots of cultural
The result is, of course, that our children are growing up in . It focusses on an intense period within a long-term
relationship, usually courtship. Sometimes we all need a fairytale. But once youve stepped out of childhood and into the
world of hangovers, STD tests, and tax season,
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